Avian sarcoma viruses.
Twelve independent isolates of avian sarcoma viruses (ASVs) can be divided into four groups according to the transforming genes harbored in the viral genomes. The first group is represented by viruses containing the transforming sequence, src, inserted in the viral genome as an independent gene; the other three groups of viruses contain transforming genes fps, yes or ros fused to various length of the truncated structural gene gag. These transforming sequences have been obtained by avian retroviruses from chicken cellular DNA by recombination. The src-containing viruses code for an independent polypeptide, p60src; and the representative fps, yes and ros-containing ASVs code for P140/130gag-fps, P90gag-yes and P68gag-ros fusion polypeptides respectively. All of these transforming proteins are associated with the tyrosine-specific protein kinase activity capable of autophosphorylation and phosphorylating certain foreign substrates. p60src and P68gag-ros are integral cellular membrane proteins and P140/130gag-fps and P90gag-yes are only loosely associated with the plasma membrane. Cells transformed by ASVs contain many newly phosphorylated proteins and in most cases have an elevated level of total phosphotyrosine. However, no definitive correlation between phosphorylation of a particular substrate and transformation has been established except that a marked increase of the tyrosine phosphorylation of a 34,000 to 37,000 dalton protein is observed in most ASV transformed cells. The kinase activity of ASV transforming proteins appears to be essential, but not sufficient for transformation. The N-terminal domain of p60src required for myristylation and membrane binding is also crucial for transformation. By contrast, the gag portion of the FSV P130gag-fps is dispensable for in vitro transformation and removal of it has only an attenuating effect on in vivo tumorigenicity. The products of cellular src, fps and yes proto-oncogenes have been identified and shown to also have tyrosine-specific protein kinase activity. The transforming potential of c-src and c-fps has been studied and shown that certain structural changes are necessary to convert them into transforming genes. Among the cellular proto-oncogenes related to the four ASV transforming genes, c-ros most likely codes for a growth factor receptor-like molecule. It is possible that the oncogene products of ASVs act through certain membrane receptor(s) or enzyme(s), such as protein kinase C, in the process of cell transformation.